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QUESTION: 46 

Which benefit do HP thin client solutions offer to a customer's IT staff?
 

A. support for multiple operating systems on a single platform 
B. network load balancing for high availability 
C. less time spent solving localized problems 
D. increased reserve processing capacity 

Answer:  C 

QUESTION: 47 
How should you respond to a customer who raises an objection by questioning the 
performance of HP thin clients? (Select two.) 

A. Tell the customer that thin client performance is strongly influenced by the 
supporting. 
B. Tell the customer that HP thin clients support high refresh rates for multimedia 
streaming on up to four standard or wide-screen monitors. 
C. Tell the customer that HP thin clients providesingle-core and dual-
coreprocessors for high performance. 
D. Ask the customer which metrics they use to measure performance. 
E. Ask the customer how their budgetary concerns affect their choice of thin 
clients. 

Answer:  C, D 

QUESTION: 48 

What is the purpose of an elevator pitch?
 

A. to propose a specific solution 
B. to determine a customer’s needs 
C. to establish that HP can meet the customer's needs 
D. to create an opportunity 

Answer:  D 
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QUESTION: 49 

What is a function of digits signage? 


A. It displays advertising and other messages adaptively across a network. 
B. It sends customer a fixed message designed for content longevity. 
C. It archive user display information so it can be stored at an off-site location. 
D. It provides an infrastructure for delivering locally crafted messages. 

Answer:  A 

QUESTION: 50 

What is the business value of the HP Easy Update Utility? 


A. It enables users to change multiple add-ons simultaneously. 
B. It uses algorithms that determine which thin clients have highest priority, and 
allocates data center resources based on priority. 
C. It provides an easily understood tool for managing images that users can 
personalize. 
D. It increases data security by streaming application and file information to 
diskless thin clients. 

Answer:  C 
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